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JACINDA RANIOLO
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.”

— Albert Einstein
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Testimonials
I had the pleasure of working with Jacinda as she 
was the lead designer on both of GHM’s Al Bait Hotel 
Sharjah and the initial Chedi Khorfakkan project. 
Jacinda was professional and easy to work with, with 
a positive and resilient outlook. She is highly creative 
whilst delivering with efficiency and coordination. I 
can strongly recommend Jacinda as a talented and 
experienced Interior designer. ”

Kenneth Pereira
Senior Vice President,

 Development & Operations
(Middle-East & South Asia)

GENERAL HOTEL MANAGEMENT LTD

Jacinda Raniolo first joined GAJ ID in 2008 where she 
was the design lead for the award-winning Al Bait 
Hotel in Sharjah and an array of other hospitality 
projects throughout the region, so I was delighted 
when she agreed to return to the practice as Lead 
Creative Designer after two years in Australia.

Jacinda is that rare combination of a highly talented 
designer with strong organisational skills combined 
with a professional and approachable demeanour. “

Brian Johnson
Managing Partner 

Godwin Austen Johnson

Upon joining BAR Studio Jacinda immediately gained 
the trust and respect of both the BAR Studio team and 
all external parties working on the project, including 
the project management team, consultants, and the 
client. 

Jacinda was a committed and dedicated member 
of the project team and the studio.  She was a hard 
worker who would do what it took to meet deadlines 
and make the project a success.  She was a great 
personality to have in the studio - calm and committed 
- and we would be happy to welcome her back to BAR 
Studio in the future should the opportunity present 
itself! “

Felicity Beck
Director

Beck and Robertson 
PTY LTD

I worked with Jacinda for nearly three and a half 
years at GAJ Interiors. Through that time we worked 
as a tight-knit team on an array of 5-star hospitality 
projects, most notably Jewel of the Creek, The Chedi 
Khorfakkan and Al Bait Sharjah. She was an amazing 
mentor who truly gave me the skills I needed to 
succeed in my day to day work and with my career 
goals. Jacinda’s efficient management style, attention 
to detail, team spirit, encouragement of growth and 
ability to juggle work and personal life were enviable 
traits which keep me looking up to her today. “

Laura Bielecki
Senior Manager

Interior Design at Ellington 

Jacinda is an experienced senior interior designer. 
I believe she was invaluable to and undoubtedly a 
key team member who helped realise the Fairmont 
Ajman project. Jacinda understands the process 
required to deliver a project of complexity and 
challenges from concept to completion. She has a 
strong eye for design detail whilst keeping the roles 
and responsibilities of the owner, other consultants 
and trades in check at all times. She led by example 
with creativity, hard work and a hands-on approach 
and I admire her for her modesty and ability to 
influence, align and deliver towards a single goal…. “

Glenn Huskie
Global Senior Vice President Design 

& Technical Services -luxury 
Accor Hotels 

Jacinda Raniolo is an Approved Tutor for the School of 
Energy, Geoscience, Infrastructure and Society (EGIS) 
at Heriot Watt University in Dubai and has shown to 
be an active and dynamic member of the Interior 
Design Studio teaching team spanning the senior 
third and fourth year academic cohorts. Her natural 
ability within the academic studio setting draws 
students into enagaging industry calibre discussions 
and applications that have been recognised widely by 
students and staff across our UK and UAE campuses. 
To balance the demand of industry practice across the 
MENA region at a senior level is a challenge in itself. 
However, to have the appetite and commitment for 
disseminating her knowledge and vast experience 
to budding young design talent within the UAE on 
a regular basis, is worthy of recognition by her GAJ 
colleagues and from the wider commercial design 
family. I wish her all the success.. “

Linsey D Thomson
Assistant Professor 

Heriot Watt University Dubai Campus
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AL BAIT 
SHARJAH, UAE

Design Firm: Godwin Austen Johnson
Completion Date: Dec 2018
Location: Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Client: GHM/ Shurooq
Size: 53 Guestrooms
Awards:CID 2015 Best Hotel of the Year

ROLE: Lead Interior Designer
- Design Management
- Client & consultant liaison
- Supervision of Auto CAD team
- Specification & scheduling
- Concept design through to detailed design
- Onsite supervision
- Supervision of 3D visualisers

Details: 
Al Bait hotel is a 5 star boutique hotel where the traditional and contemporary meet. It is truly an Emirati hotel managed 
by GHM group that is designed to provide guests with a unique and unrivalled experience . 
The brief for this exciting project was to provide a 53 - key boutique resort in the AI Muraijah Area of the “Heart of 
Sharjah” heritage project, incorporating existing buildings, which used to be family homes, and providing new buildings. 
All new buildings were to be designed in accordance with the urban character of the historic fabric of the area to take 
cognisance of the proposed “Heart of Sharjah” masterplan 2025.
We were tasked with the redevelopment of five existing historical buildings, - Bait Ibrahim Al Midfa, Bait Eissa Al Midfa, 
Bait Al Tawawish, Abdullah Mahmood House and the Ibrahim Al Midfa Majlis, as well as creating three new village blocks 
into a boutique resort. We were instructed to respect the heritage area and buildings and maintain the traditional urban 
fabric of the old Sharjah city.

These houses are named after its original owners and  original rooms maintained so as to highlight the environment and 
lifestyle of the Emiratis who lived in these houses in the past. In order to give guests the true feeling of the heritage aspect 
of the development, the rooms  new and within the existing houses have been kept to the specific proportions of the old 
village homes – governed by the availability of structural timbers – with limited openings for privacy and timber ceilings. 
Low built-in seating has also been employed in the guest rooms along with recessed alcoves for displaying items. The 
external walls have been kept thicker than usual to accommodate these.
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ALL DAY DINING
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ALL DAY DINING

   

The strong tie between man and the sea is not just a thing of old Emirates, the rich pearl diving history was once 
a key industry. Inspired by the rich history of pearl diving in the area the all-day dining restaurant is themed 
around an old pearl and fishing village bringing century old traditions back to life.

Our contemporary interpretation of this were the patterns of the decorative screen inspired by fishing baskets 
and the decorative basket style pendants and wall sconces. We used washed timber furniture with subtle 
mother of pearl inlay details and a neutral relaxed colour palette throughout.
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GUESTROOMS
Coloured rendered plaster walls are topped by decoratively patterned plasterwork and cornices and polished concrete 
floors that replicate the traditional clay floor provide a smooth homogenous finish. Statement pieces include hand-
carved decorative timber furniture such as four-poster beds and decorative trunks, and every room features carefully 
selected traditional Emirati fabrics, patterns and ornaments. Lighting is discreet and aimed at recreating the ambiance 
of the old village rather than simply illuminating the development.

Disclaimer; Below are concept reference images only and are not of my original source
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Design Firm: Godwin Austen Johnson
Completion Date: 2015
Location: Ajman, United Arab Emirates
Client: Fairmont
Size: 252 Guestrooms and Suites

ROLE: Lead Interior Designer
- Design Management
- Client & consultant liaison
- Supervision of Auto CAD team
- Specification & scheduling
- Concept design through to detailed design
- Onsite supervision
- Supervision of 3D visualisers

Details: 
The Fairmont Ajman is located along the Ajman coast; all rooms have views of the Arabian Sea. The 
Fourteen-storey hotel encompasses an Arabic architectural style, including arches, and mushrabiya 
patterns. The Clients brief was to provide an elegant contemporary interior that provided a modern day 
interpretation of the rich Arabian hertiage.

The concept of the reception entry and public spaces was inspired by an abstraction of the geometries 
found in Arabic patterns and translated into sculptures, decorative screens and floor patterns. The Hotel 
Lobby space showcases an elaborate ceiling installation to represent the local fishing nets made of strands 
of bronze beads and Swarovski crystals. 

FAIRMONT
AJMAN, UAE
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The concept behind the guestrooms was to bring the colour scheme of natural elements and abstract beauty from 
Arabic Jewelry, precious stones and intricate metal fretwork inspired from Arabic heritage.  The guest rooms are divided 
in four colour schemes; Azurite and silver, rubies and antique copper and amber and light copper and amethyst and 
gold.

DB

Hotel Concept Fairmont Ajman Reference Images For Colour Scheme / Presidential Suite 

Hotel Concept Fairmont Ajman Reference Images For  Furniture Selection / Presidential Suite 

GUESTROOMS

Disclaimer; Below are concept reference images only and are not of my original source
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SPECTRUM RESTAURANT
The All-day dining, venue, Spectrum, design inspiration is derived from a ‘food market’ with a souk atmosphere.  Materials 
are warm and rustic but detailed with a contemporary flare. Middle Eastern influences are brought together with brass 
lanterns, upholstery embroidery, and hand crafts.

Hotel Concept Fairmont Ajman All Day Dining Finishes, Materials & Lighting 

Spla

Ceiling- Natural oiled timber Accent Floor Tile Main Floor Tile Buffet Counters:  Off- 
white, composite stone  

Wall Finish Type 2 : 
Smooth polished & Tex-
tured concrete finish 

Wall Finish Type 1:  
Stone Limestone tiles 

Accessories Decorative Lighting 1: Al A Carte area 

Buffet Counters:  Brown 
Composite stone 

Wall Finish Type 3 : 
Bronze 

Decorative Lighting 2: Arabic area 

Hotel Concept Fairmont Ajman Reference Images For All Day Dining—Souk Theme & Entrance 

Disclaimer; Above are concept reference images and are not of my original source
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The cuisine and experience is derived from the Topkapi Sultan’s palace in Istanbul with its vast culinary history that can be traced back 
to Greek Antiquity, the Byzantine heritage, the Arab nations and the culinary influence of the Spice Road.
The design creates a unique environment drawing on the rich styling of the Topkapi Palace and the Byzantine period with a contemporary 
flair with exaggerated columns, lhand painted Iznik tiles, layers of exuberance created by tassels, voluptuous curtains, and varying 
patterns and textures. The restaurant colour palette is inspired by the green and blue shades with the traditional Iznik tiles of Turkey. 

Turkish Restaurant Fairmont Ajman Reference Images 

TURKISH RESTAURANT

Disclaimer; Below are reference images only and are not of my original source, for development of the concept

Disclaimer; 3D visualisation provided by GAJ team members
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Design Firm: Godwin Austen Johnson
Due for Completion: 2020
Location: Khorfakkan, Sharjah, United Arab Emirates
Client: GHM/ Shurooq
Size: 100 Suites

ROLE: Lead Interior Designer
- Design Management
- Client & consultant liaison
- Supervision of Auto CAD team
- Specification & scheduling
- Concept design through to detailed design
- Onsite supervision
- Supervision of 3D visualisers

Details: 
Al Jabal Resort, The Chedi Khorfakkan won the GCC Hospitality and Leisure Project of the Year at 
the 5th annual Middle East Architect Awards for its unique appeal. Situated on a natural hillside 
beside a private cove with a white, sandy beach, Al Jabal Resort is a 5-star resort inspired by the 
region’s traditional architecture and way of life. 

The resort is designed to integrate seamlessly into the natural landscape and existing village, 
illuminating Khorfakkan’s fascinating history and offering the ultimate luxury escape from the stress 
of modern life. All villas face the sea so every guests’ view is as spectacular as his or her neighbours’.

CHEDI
SHARJAH, UAE

Disclaimer; Below are reference images only and are not of my original source, for development of the concept
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The village/ guestrooms is a narration of local culture about the positioning and conditioning 
of seating, low to the ground for socialising and comfort.
 
The role of the chest as keeper of valued possessions reflecting the life of traveller, derives 
the design of the nightstand and side tables. Local construction techniques of Areesh, 
inspire the wooden screen patterns. The surrounding mountain is translated into the 
controlled colour palette of the finishes and materials.

GUESTROOMS
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“The Forts of yesteryear protected in its depths all those valuables, food, weapons, jewellery, manuscripts; all that 
define the culture and civilization of a place and its people.”
The volume of the tower alludes to the grandeur of ancient times. A 20m high volume is capped by a radial 
fragmented wooden structure skylight. Passing of time is emphasized by the piercing of light and shadows 
casting patterns across the floor. The tower space has been carefully divided into equal divisions which provide 
a very controlled geometry of arched niches and openings, drawing your eye up.The materials are masculine, 
solid, and hand forged. The finishes have been carefully selected as a controlled colour pallet based on the 
colours and tones of the surrounding rocks of the landscape. The floor finish is a coloured concrete screed with 
aggregates selected to match the colours of the rocks.
The wall finish is true to the origins of UAE traditional forts. The plaster finish applied is a traditional technique and 
has been recreated based on archaeological site analysis. 

THE FORT & LOBBY
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In all the earliest cultures in the Middle East, honey was viewed as a gift of divine origin. Upon entering the 
restaurant guests are greeted by a glowing tower of golden honey. The honey box is a floor to ceiling glass 
enclosure stacked full of jars of the worlds best honeys in all the shades of golden amber. The restaurant is 
zoned into three areas; the great hall, the golden central spine, and the formal dining zone. These zones have a 
different feel , finish and sensibility for a variety of dining experiences for the guests.
The great hall is reminiscent of the great dining halls of forts and castles of the ages, with its length and high 
volume, decorative wooden ceiling, central flickering fireplaces. Rich tapestries adorn the  walls, long solid wood 
tables, and high back throne like chairs add to the atmosphere. The great hall also has framed views into the 
action of the live kitchen.

DINING
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Design Firm: Godwin Austen Johnson
Due for Completion: 2021
Location: QATAR
Client: Confidential
Size: 200 rooms

ROLE: Lead Interior Designer
- Concept design 
- Supervision of 3D visualisers
Details: 
“A sanctuary of escapism with a visual connection to the wate r”
Captivating panoramic views, promoting a connection with the surroundings, due to its prime 
location you can enjoy easy access to the shimmering beaches Telling an a uthentic story we 
are
creating a synergy of cultures, with Interiors that fuse traditional values with contemporary 
spaces; relaxed,sophisticated and refined, creating a welcoming atmosphere for guests.

RESORT
QATAR

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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JEWEL OF THE CREEK 
Design Firm: Godwin Austen Johnson
Date: Due for Completion 2020
Location: Dubai UAE
ROLE: Lead Interior Designer/ Project Manager
- Design Management
- Client & consultant liaison
- Supervision of Auto CAD team
- Specification & scheduling
- Concept design through to detailed design
- Onsite supervision

“Jewel of the Creek” A Mixed Use Development is one of the most prestigious projects in Dubai. The land is located on 
the Dubai Creek between the legendary Creek Golf Club and Al Makhtoum Bridge near Dubai International Airport.
The mixed use complex comprises of high-class Hotels and hotel apartments, Residential and Office development 
including Marina and Waterfront Restaurants, Convention Center with Ballroom, Recreation Center, and Waterfront 
serviced Apartment Buildings.
GAJ scope was 4 no towers of Serviced apartments ( A2-A5 ) with 3 differing design styles, 12 no. F&B  across Buildings 
A2-A5 , apartments guest facilities such as Reception , gym & health club. Stage 2 scope was 3no. Hotels, a 3 Star Plug & 
Play, a 4 star Fashion Hotel and a 5 star non alcoholic Hotel,my involvement was Lead Interior Designer across the entire 
scope.

JOC
DUBAI, UAE
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Faceted forms and rose tinted glass are combined with washed woods and soft fabrics to create a soothing and 
reflective space. The simplicity of this palette brings a new scheme to the Dubai furnished apartment market. 

A sophisticated combination of rose gold finishes and matte white powder coating adorn jovial light fittings and 
accessories.  Lighting is dramatic, cool and bright.

SERVICED APARTMENTS

Disclaimer; Below are Reference images only and are not of my original source, for development 
of the concept
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XICO MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Vibrancy, Colour, Vivacity, Earthy
A vivacious combination of earthy hand hewn finishes and tones, and bright vibrant clashing colours. Giant 
graphics reminiscent of faded billboards and light fittings from found objects, recycled, up-cycled and 
primitive

Disclaimer; Below are Reference images only and are not of my original 
source, for development of the concept

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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THE CLEAVER STEAKHOUSE
The Steak Restaurant with its Sumptuous dark wood panelled booths is secretive, intimate and intriguing. In 
the low glow of the lighting, rich aromas drift through the space as fine food, wines and cigars are consumed 
over hushed conversation.

Disclaimer; Below are concept reference images and are not of my original source

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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JOC PLUG & PLAY 3*
PUBLIC SPACES
As our world shrinks into a “global village” thanks to a surge in technology, connectivity and travel options, 
a rising middle class and the tech savvy younger traveler with a deep-rooted quest for something bigger, 
better, more interesting and authentic, are looking for something NEW .
It’s an eclectic “Art-In” space consisting of local and international art and design objects. Curated spaces 
that welcomes with warmth, fun and fantasy.
we are creating A SYNERGY OF CULTURES, a crossroad, a tribal meeting place where wi-fi nomads MEET 
aligned, in their common selection of choice. ITS ECLECTIC, ITS FUN, ITS HAPPENING NOW, ARTS CURATED 
AND FUNKY.

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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Design Firm: BAR Studio
Due for Completion: 2020
Location: Sydney Australia
Client: Pontiac Land Group
Size: 270 Rooms

ROLE: Project Design Lead

Details: 
Conversion & Restoration of historic buildings in Sydney’s Sandstone Precinct – the Lands Building and Education Building 
– to create one of the world’s finest grand hotels. The design retains internal and external heritage features of both 
structures, including their grand loggias and famed sandstone facades. Between them the buildings will feature grandly 
proportioned guest rooms, luxury spa facilities, and a curated selection of shops, cafes and cultural facilities

SANDSTONES
SYDNEY, AUS

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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THE PATINA SYDNEY LANDS BUILDING - MOCK-UP ROOM

7271

KING ROOM - Existing heritage fabric within room framing and accentig window

The Lands Building 
–
King Room (LB-L01-06) 
Illustrative Detail of proposed painted cornice

Existing cornice painted varying shades of 
neutral tones and gloss levels to highlight 
existing heritage detailing

BAR STUDIO

7271

KING ROOM - Existing heritage fabric within room framing and accentig window

The Lands Building 
–
King Room (LB-L01-06) 
Illustrative Detail of proposed painted cornice

Existing cornice painted varying shades of 
neutral tones and gloss levels to highlight 
existing heritage detailing

BAR STUDIO

7473

LANDS - King Room - REFLECTED CEILING PLAN

LINE OF 
EXISTING 

BEAMS ABOVE 

EXISTING
CEILING

5670 AFFL 

EXISTING
BEAMS

5200 AFFL 

NEW LOW LEVEL 
CEILING OVER 
BATHROOMS
2400 AFFL 

CL

LANDS - King Room -PLAN

SECTION - New insertion - wall partition 

SECTION - New insertion - Bathroom module and Robe 

PLAN - New insertion - Bed head and Furniture SECTION - New insertion - Bed head and Furniture 

CENTRELINE OF BED AND FIREPLACE 

LOCATION OF 
NEW BEDHEAD 
INSERTION 
ALLOWS 
UNOBSTRUCTED 
VIEW OF EXISTING  
WINDOW JOINERY 

CL

CL

The Lands Building 
–
King Room (LB-L01-06)
Illustrative

PLAN - New insertion - Bathroom module and Robe 

BAR STUDIO

PLAN - New insertion - wall partition 

GUESTROOMS & SUITES
The Lands Building is a historic listed iconic building in Sydney designed in Victorian Renaissance Revival style by Sir James Barnet Colonial 
architect. The Lands Building was seen as an important landmark both in Architectural Evolution and as well as bringing Sydney into the world 
sphere at the time. The conversion of this public government building into a luxury hotel posed many challenges, in particular how to insert 
standards of a typical hotel guestroom into a building of such grand proportions in which no two spaces are the same. The Interior Design 
response; 

Bespoke and Responsive
–– Receptive to the building 
fabric, creating a bespoke 
response to the existing heritage 
elements.
–– Locations of existing doors, 
windows and interior features 
vary between levels and rooms, 
no two spaces are the same...or 
even similar.
–– Careful internal planning of 
guestroom layouts and a unique 
response of differing solutions to 
each character area respects 
the building 
–– Guest experience offers a 
residential and highly
personalised experience - 
exclusive and intimate.

Axis and Proportion
–– New separating partition walls 
align with the existing built fabric 
of structural beams.
–– Room layouts create a 
dialogue with the building. Axes
within the rooms focus on 
existing doors, windows and
fireplaces.
–– The existing red cedar joinery 
and the heritage built fabric 
become the heroes of the 
space.
–– New insertions within the 
rooms respond to the heights of 
existing doors and windows

Subservient and Reversible
–– Like campaign furniture, 
which is unfixed, demountable 
and transportable, all new 
insertions will be subservient to 
the existing fabric and reversible.
–– New joinery insertions - such as 
robes, bookshelves, minibars and 
bathroom pods - will perform 
as lower height freestanding 
elements, set away from the
existing red cedar joinery.

Material and Details
–– Materials will be based 
on both an historical and a 
contemporary response to the 
building.
–– New furniture and details will 
be lighter, finer, cleanlined,
contemporary insertions  
allowing ‘breathing space’ for 
the rich detailing of the heritage 
built fabric.

PATINA SYDNEY- LANDS BUILDING

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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F&B- LEVEL 3
The top level of the Lands building has an eastern and western tempietto with a large Northern dome. Presently there is no connection 
between those spaces. The proposal is to utilise the rooftop and connect those spaces with a new inserted contemporary glazed diagrid. 
The Western Tempietto will serve as guest Arrival, leading through to the Guest Lounge within the Diagrid with fantastic views out to Sydney 
harbour,then culminating in the Guest Tea Room.
Tea Room -Try a packet of Quong Tart’s famous tea
Five hundred metres from The Lands Building, on King Street, stood one of the city’s most popular destinations: Quong Tart’s tea rooms.  Mei 
Quong Tart was one of the most successful restaurateurs of central Sydney in the 1880s.  Born in China, he moved to Australia when he was 
nine years old.  Following a visit to his family in China in 1881 Quong Tart returned to Sydney and opened a tea and silk store, followed by a 
tea shop.  This venture proved so successful that he began a chain of tea shops. He was very accepted by the New South Wales community 
– joining clubs, boards and becoming a Freemason.   The Tea Room will reference Quong Tart’s exceptional influence upon the city.

PATINA SYDNEY- LANDS BUILDING

Disclaimer; Above are concept reference images only and are not of my 
original source

Disclaimer; 3D visualisations presented within the portfolio is provided by Godwin Austen Johnson & BAR studio visualisation teams
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F&B- The Vault
In the centre of the Lands Building running through the entire height was a fire proof record room, The Vault or “Strong room”, with thick masonry 
walls, windows with guillotine shutters to protect from fire, access to each level through narrow steel vault doors, and a lantern at the top originally 
built as operable to allow light and natural ventilation. During the 1950s the centre portion of the vault floors were filled in, the design proposal is 
to reopen  the levels, connecting from the ground public realm to the 2nd level- guest level. The Vault to act as the connecting area of the hotel 
,  a place to rest, a place to read, or contemplate. The library and Gallery to showcase books and artifacts relating to the building and its history.
The hundreds of thousands of titles that passed through The Department of Lands could be given a concrete expression so that visitors understand 
the magnitude of the bureaucratic work undertaken by the department. An epic chandelier, draping down through the vault, embodies this 
story of the land – at once a sculpture and a light work, where each piece reflects upon an actual title handed over. 
The Grotto
The grotto is a space made popular during the Italian Renaissance – and a fitting concept for a building that draws it cues from Renaissance 
architecture. The Grotto looks back to The Department of Land’s architectural style and forward – to the needs of contemporary society.  In this 
era of intense digital mediation the opportunity to have a semi-public space where you can return to a concept of nature is a gift to the city. The 
grotto is quiet, reflective – an interrelationship between air, water and land.

PATINA SYDNEY- LANDS BUILDING

Disclaimer; Below are concept reference images only and are not of my original source
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Health Club & Spa
The Gallery – text and reflection (pool and spa)
The top floor of the Department of Public Instruction was designed with two large interlinking art galleries to the north and west wings.  These 
galleries were naturally lit with roof lanterns and were used for exhibitions of work by students as well as by various art societies of NSW.  The 
insertion of the pool and spa into these spaces provides an opportunity to treat these insertions themselves as an art installation.  Light and 
reflection permeate the space, and text – referencing the Department of Education – adds an additional layer of meaning.
The indoor pool will be placed underneath the largest of the lanterns, then Each treatment room positioned underneath each of the smaller 
lanterns to the eastern end.

CAPELLA SYDNEY- EDUCATION BUILDING

Disclaimer; Below are concept reference images only and are not of my original source


